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About This Game

In Heavenly Battle you will be able to :
- Fly on a plane

- Destroy lots of different enemies
- Develop your plane

- Be cruising for a bruising
- Kill your time

- Kill lots of bosses!
- An interesting ending?

- Secret mode after full walkthrough for "hardcore-players"?
-AND ALL THIS AMAZING BRILLIANCE in retro-style directly in televisor in your display!
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Publisher:
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Must buy if you use an Xbox controller with your PC.

Has made my life 100x better.. A highly sopisticated Tron like game where you alternate between controlling a 65 year old man,
and a 65 year old man driving a vehicle with all the handling of a refrigerator precariously perched atop a unicycle.. I can't play
the game because it keeps saying I need Microsoft Visual c++ 2015 runtime.I download it and i still can't play it!!. This
expansion may be the best that Panzer Corps currently has. Playing as the Soviets, especially in the early stages of the
Campaign, brings about the kind of excitement and dread that can only be captured by the Hex based Isometric game. To
explain, many games can offer sweeping scale and top notch effects but none of that can match the sheer panic and dread that is
captured by the first appearance of the Germans; literally units you have been training and hoarding for just this moment are
being exterminated in a matter of turns. The loss and hopelessness of your defences is so well captured and for this alone I
highly recommend this expansion for any Panzer Corps players and if you are turned off by prices of DLC (which is quite high)
then simply buy this one only. You won\u2019t regret it..... or maybe you will when you are throwing units at the enemy and
scraping by the skin of your teeth, just like the USSR in WW2.. If you like Audiosurf you are going to love Turba. Fun game..
This is an excellent game... by far the most rewarding in my collection. The controls are quite difficult to master, but I wouldn't
have them any other way. I would definitely recommend this to anyone who enjoys an adrenalin rush, is capable of working as a
team, and enjoys FPS games.

Some others have complained of the levelling system; I think it's actually beneficial. Ensuring that noobs have to use easy-to-use
weapons (e.g. being able to spray) and helpful abilities (like heal) means they're less likely to drag down their teams as they
learn. It also gives a sense of satisfaction and purpose to the game.. I like the idea, cheerful graphics,
Keeps crashing though.

I've got i5 ,16GB RAM, Win10. Easily my favorite VN, so happy it was finally translated.. Wow, this is skippable. So skippable.
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The game is just bad. You do not have the opportunity to exhibit the music. The control is a disaster.. Pseudo-twin stick top-
down-view shooter, where you can get "Game Over" screen without actually losing. Just because. Or maybe it's some hitbox
stuff, like the enemy hitting you when he's not even close. Horrible controls, speed of gameplay, sounding and visuals. Adding
the usual: a terrible color palette, absolutely unbalanced, mindless gameplay, and 5000 achievements just for the single opening
of the "game." Another trashy fake instead of a normal game in your profile. Soon such pseudo-developers will gain enough
strength to occupy more and more places on the market, like cancer cells that replace normal ones. I can only wonder at those
who accept this willingly. 1\/10 mark.. This is a game where there's Guns except three times. You are this one lady that nobody
likes, you'll know this because everyone wants her dead. So you make them dead first. If you're expecting super intricate in-
depth gameplay and lore this is not your game, it is an arcade-style shooter where you aim for the high score. And hats. The hats
are entertaining. Read the flavor text that appears when you put them on!

There's still a lot left to be added, so this isn't all you're getting so far. I recommend it and I bought it to support the devs.

P.S. You can use Xbox controllers but I prefer mouse and keyboard.. amzing possibilitys
. Do you like walking through the same mapped maze over and over and over and over and over? If you like repetetive goals,
you will absolutely fall in love with this game as well as yourself over and over and over again. This game reeks of novice
warfare.
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